IAM epoGEM Jewelry Crystal Adhesive
THE GLUE THAT KEEPS ITS PROMISES!

IAM - International Adhesive Manufacturer is a young enterprise located on the Eastern
Seaboard of Thailand and is specialized in the production of the adhesive epoGEM, an
ingenious key-product that is used in the worldwide jewelry industry by crystals, polished
brilliant, design-oriented with metal molds (Findings) to stick together and thus produce
fashion jewelry in the higher price segment.

When we developed epoGEM, we knew we had to cover a long list of “needs”.

Here are some excerpts of the skills which make the difference of epoGEM:
- For 100% guarantee a permanent connection between foiled and not
foiled crystals.
- Non-toxic, non-allergenic, has very short mixing times and be
cooperatively while processing.
- A high resistance to scratches, shocks, bases and surfactants.
- Available in many colors and special effects.
- A competitive price for our customers!

We have accomplished all the above and then some, and nothing
would make us happier than to prove that to you. All it needs is a quick
call or email to the IAM representative already assigned to you.

We will gladly answer all the queries you have and send you our
epoGEM Standard mixed sample kit free of charge and surprise you
with fantastically affordable purchasing prices.
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Secure yourself and your business today with epoGEM market advantages:
Our effect colors allow it today due to their special properties to create new designs
while epoGEM effect is used as an additional design element. The unique shimmering
surface is a unique feature.

Extract international companies who use epoGEM:






Mainly Silver Design Co., Ltd (Bangkok) Thailand.
Silver Lion International Co., Ltd. (Bangkok) Thailand.
Sims-stars Design & Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Chiang Mai) Thailand.
Preciosa, a.s. based in Czechoslovakia.
GZM Gold Mfg. Co. LLC. based in Jordan.

We know..! We have got the product you need!
We know..! What is important for you;
high quality products at reduced costs!

Talk to us ..! We have ..! The right product for you!

- epoGEM-

"THE BEAUTY LIES IN THE GLUE“
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